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Pits have been observed on many cometary nuclei mapped by
spacecraft1–4. It has been argued that cometary pits are a signature
of endogenic activity, rather than impact craters such as those on
planetary and asteroid surfaces. Impact experiments5,6 and models7,8
cannot reproduce the shapes of most of the observed cometary pits,
and the predicted collision rates imply that few of the pits are related
to impacts8,9. Alternative mechanisms like explosive activity10 have
been suggested, but the driving process remains unknown. Here we
report that pits on comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko are active,
and probably created by a sinkhole process, possibly accompanied
by outbursts. We argue that after formation, pits expand slowly
in diameter, owing to sublimation-driven retreat of the walls.
Therefore, pits characterize how eroded the surface is: a fresh cometary surface will have a ragged structure with many pits, while an
evolved surface will look smoother. The size and spatial distribution
of pits imply that large heterogeneities exist in the physical, structural or compositional properties of the first few hundred metres
below the current nucleus surface.
Understanding the differences in local activity of comet nuclei helps
us to constrain how their surfaces have evolved since their formation.
From July to December 2014, the OSIRIS (Optical, Spectroscopic, and
Infrared Remote Imaging System) cameras on board Rosetta11 continuously monitored the activity of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
(referred to, hereafter, as comet 67P) from about a 30 km distance from
the surface of the nucleus and resolved the fine structure of dust jets12.
By means of stereo reconstruction, we found that broad jets can be
separated into narrower features, which are linked unambiguously to

quasi-circular depressions and to walls of alcoves that are a few tens to a
few hundreds of metres in diameter. These pits are remarkably symmetric and similar in size, and show interesting morphological details
such as horizontal layers and terraces, vertical striations, and a smooth
floor seemingly covered with dust. Some of these pits are as deep as a few
hundred metres and provide a glimpse well below the nucleus surface.
We detected a set of 18 quasi-circular pits on the northern hemisphere
of comet 67P (Extended Data Table 1, Fig. 1). We observed that pits
tend to cluster in small groups, and that several pits are active (Fig. 2).
We measured the depth-to-diameter ratio (d/D) of the pits and found
that active pits have a high d/D 5 0.73 6 0.08, while pits that are currently inactive are much shallower with mean d/D 5 0.26 6 0.08
(Extended Data Table 1, Fig. 3). The d/D ratio of these active pits is
much higher than that of circular depressions on other comets:
d/D 5 0.1 on comet 9P/Tempel 1 (ref. 4), and d/D 5 0.2 on comet
81P/Wild 2 (refs 13 and 14).
The difference in pit morphology on the three comets may reflect
their different histories. For Jupiter family comets, the time since the
last encounter with Jupiter is a proxy for the thermal history of the
surface. Comet 9P is considered to be more processed by sublimation
than comet 81P (ref. 3). In that view, comet 67P is relatively unprocessed by sublimation because its perihelion was brought from 2.7
astronomical units (AU) to 1.2 AU by a close encounter with Jupiter
in 1959 (see Methods subsection ‘Orbit integration’). Comet 81P is also
considered a young comet, but its pitted terrains are exposed to the Sun
at perihelion and so have experienced much stronger erosion than the
pitted areas on comet 67P even though it has spent less time in the
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Figure 1 | Location of the pits considered in this study. A non-exhaustive catalogue of depressions sharing similar morphologies to those unambiguously linked
to jets in the Seth and Ma’at regions.

inner Solar System. Deep active pits on comets are seemingly found
preferentially on surfaces that have not been notably eroded.
The terrain morphology inside the pits on comet 67P is not uniform
and is classified as: very smooth texture; fractured terrain, terraces and
alcoves; or globular texture. The globular texture is detected only in the
deep pits and at a few additional locations on the nucleus, where deeper
near-surface layers can be observed. This morphology extends to a
depth of at least 200 m below the current nucleus surface (see, for
example, pit Seth_01, Extended Data Fig. 2).

Jets arise from the edges of active pits, primarily from heavily
fractured and globular morphologies (Fig. 2). However, the d/D
ratio cannot be explained by current sublimation-driven retreat
of the walls. Excavating a pit like Seth_01 by sublimating ice on
the wall and floor would take more than 7,000 years (Methods).
The cylindrical shape of most pits also provides evidence against
formation by erosion, because this would result in elongated
shapes and a latitudinal dependence of the pit distribution on
the surface.
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Figure 2 | Jet-like features in the Seth region. a–d, Views of the main active
pit in the Seth region, at different angles of solar illumination. The illuminated
area of the pit is the south wall (a), the north wall (b), the east wall (c) and the
southeast wall (d). Blue arrows point to detected jets; red arrows indicate areas

where no activity could be observed, either from the walls or from their
surroundings. The left images are the original data; the right images are linearly
stretched in brightness to display the lowest 5% of the intensity values.
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Figure 3 | Depth-to-diameter ratio as a function of pit diameter. Filled
symbols describe active pits; empty symbols describe currently inactive pits.
Filled circles are active pits in the Seth region; filled squares are active pits in the
Ma’at region. The lower value of d/D for pits in the latter might indicate a
different formation mechanism. Error bars represent the uncertainties inherent
to the shape reconstruction technique (stereo-photogrammetry) used to
produce the digital terrain model of the comet12.

The 380 pits observed on comet 9P have been associated with
explosive activity9. In the weeks before its encounter with this comet,
the spacecraft Deep Impact observed at least 10 outbursts, the largest of
which ejected an estimated (6–30) 3 104 kg of material10,15,16. The
observations suggest that these outbursts originated from a series of
pits located in a belt around the nucleus. At 4.11 AU from the Sun, on
30 April 2014, OSIRIS observed an outburst on comet 67P (ref. 17).
Depending on the assumed size distribution of the ejected dust, the
resulting plume contained 103–105 kg of material, and was thus of
similar magnitude to the outbursts observed on comet 9P. Such outbursts are too small to create the observed pits by explosive excavation.
Assuming a constant density12 of 470 kg m23, a typical large active pit
on comet 67P would have contained approximately 109 kg of material,
104 times more than the upper limit on the mass of the material
excavated by the observed outburst.
We propose that the pits are formed via sinkhole collapse, when the
ceiling of a subsurface cavity becomes too thin to support itself (Fig. 4
and Methods). Because the size of sinkholes depends on the material
strength of the top layers, sinkholes in a given terrain are all of similar
size. They are characterized by circular depressions aligned with the
local gravity vector18.
On cometary nuclei, the removal of subsurface volatiles may generate a void. Failure of the cavity’s ceiling propagates upward. From the
observed pit diameters and depths, and by treating the cavity’s roof as

an unsupported beam failing under its own weight, we estimate that
the collapsing layer has an average tensile strength of 50 Pa (Extended
Data Fig. 8 and Methods). This value is similar to the lower-limit
estimate based on overhangs on the surface19. The collapse exposes
fresh material in the walls of the pit, which sublimates to produce the
observed jets. Such collapse may very well be the driver of the 30 April
2014 outburst from comet 67P and the mini-outbursts from comet 9P.
The morphology and expansion of the dust plume of the 30 April 2014
outburst from comet 67P suggest that most of the activity arose from
an area within 30u of latitude of the north pole17, compatible with the
location of the pits in the Seth region.
The collapse itself is a sudden event, but the cavity 100–200 m below
the surface could have been growing over a much longer timescale. We
explore three cavity formation scenarios: (1) primordial voids inherited from formation; (2) direct sublimation of super volatiles (CO and
CO2) as an evolutionary process; and (3) deep subsurface sublimation
triggered by a secondary source of energy.
(1) The primordial scenario implies that voids existed in the nucleus
since its formation. This is possible if the comet formed by slow accretion of cometesimals of tens to hundreds of metres in size. Low collision speeds would prevent crushing the cavities20. A weakening of the
surface due to direct sublimation would trigger roof collapse.
(2) Cavity formation can also be an evolutionary process. Because
comet nuclei have very low thermal conductivity21, direct sublimation
of hexagonal water ice at the required depths would occur at an extremely low rate and can therefore be ruled out. It is possible, however, to
sublimate more volatile ices like CO and CO2 at lower temperatures.
The fact that we do not see pits everywhere suggests that these super
volatiles may not be distributed evenly inside the nucleus; such heterogeneity has been observed on the surface of other comets (9P, ref. 22;
103P, ref. 23).
(3) A subsurface energy source may provide the heat necessary to
sublimate a large cavity. A candidate is the phase transition in water ice
from an amorphous to a crystalline structure. Crystallization has been
used to explain many cometary activity features, and has been suggested as the underlying process for the distant outbursts of comet
1P/Halley and the chaotic behaviour of comet 29P/Schwassmann–
Wachmann24, or the outburst of comet 17P/Holmes25. Different models
have placed the crystallization front at depths ranging from a few
metres to hundreds of metres26,27. We find that a subsurface cavity of
the size of the observed pits would require the phase transition of at least
600 kg of amorphous ice, corresponding to a sphere of 2 m in diameter
at most (see Methods). The detailed calculation of the amount needed is
beyond the scope of this Letter.
Ultimately, regardless of the process creating the initial subsurface
cavity, active pits indicate that large structural and/or compositional
heterogeneities exist within the first few hundred metres below the
current nucleus surface of comet 67P. Clusters of active pits and collapsed structures are signatures of former cavities underneath, and
reflect the thermal history of the nucleus.

Pit

Cavity

Figure 4 | Pit formation mechanism by sinkhole collapse. A typical comet
surface with a layer of dust covering a mixture of dust and volatile material. A
subsurface heat source sublimates surrounding ices. This gas then escapes or
relocates, thus forming a cavity. When the ceiling becomes too thin to support

its own weight it collapses, creating a deep, circular pit with a smooth bottom.
Newly exposed material in the pit’s walls can start to sublimate. Blue arrows and
white lines describe the escape of volatiles and fracturing of the surrounding
material; red arrow shows the collapse of the cavity ceiling.
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METHODS
Detection of activity. Cometary activity is typically defined as the ensemble of
physical processes forming the gas and dust coma that escapes from the nucleus.
The main driver of activity is the solar insolation, which triggers the sublimation of
volatiles trapped in the subsurface of the nucleus28. The liberated gas expands into
vacuum and drags along refractory grains from the surface. It has been known
since the first in situ mission to a comet that this activity is not uniformly distributed over the nucleus although the reasons for this anisotropy are not well
understood1.
From the uneven distribution of active sources on the surface, anisotropies in
the coma arise in the form of narrow dusty streams (hereafter called ‘jets’), which
expand straight from the nucleus for at least some distance29. Neither their source
nor the physics of their formation have been fully explained yet, although many
authors have proposed some explanations such as patches of enhanced H2O ice
content, localized super-volatile release from steep-sided pits, or repetitive minioutbursts30. It is not clear whether these features are linked to volatiles at their
footprint or if they trace the shock front between competing gas flows from nearby
areas31.
In OSIRIS images, jets appear as fuzzy streams of bright material arising from
specific areas on the nucleus surface. They are typically detected against the coma
or a dark background, which can be either empty space or cast shadows. They are
seen at all spatial scales, from large features spanning several tens of kilometres,
down to the limit of spatial resolution. The smallest features detected so far are a
few pixels across, which translates into a couple of metres at most. Their typical
surface brightness is 10% to 40% higher than the surrounding background space,
that is, the general coma12. By monitoring the activity and observing these jets from
different angles we can perform stereo imaging, reconstruct their three-dimensional structure and trace them back precisely to morphological features on the
surface.
Orbit integration. Observations and orbit reconstructions have shown that
comet 67P had a close encounter with Jupiter that brought its perihelion from
2.7 AU to 1.2 AU, in 1959 (JPL Horizons ephemerides, http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi). We reconstructed its orbit before that time, on the basis of a wellestablished integration model32. For the initial conditions and their errors, we refer
to the database of IMCCE (http://www.imcce.fr/langues/en/ephemerides/). We
compute 200 clone orbits with random Gaussian small variations of the initial
conditions considering their Gaussian errors. From these 200 clone orbits, we
deduce the mean perihelion distance and its standard deviation (s). We find that
84% of the orbits in the interval [(mean 2 s), (mean 1 s)] and the orbits beyond
(mean 1 s) have a perihelion distance greater than at least 2 AU with a mean value
always greater than 3 AU (Extended Data Fig. 1).
Morphology, variegation and activity of the pits. The pit morphologies are
presented in more detail in Extended Data Figs 3, 4. The complete list of
OSIRIS images used for this study is given in Extended Data Table 2.
The activity identified in Seth_01 covers the portion of the pit presented in
Fig. 1, which displays different morphologies and textures. Therefore, it is not clear
at this point that a specific texture and morphology is linked to the active pits. The
detailed observations of the pits Ma’at_01 and Ma’at_02 seem to indicate that
heavily fractured terrains are, however, favourably associated with activity.
Extended Data Fig. 3 highlights the multiple joints that are also associated with
the globular texture for Ma’at_01. Thus, fractured texture might be favourable for
these active pits, probably because it allows the heat to propagate deeper into the
interior and sublimate the ices. One other possible location for the activity inside
the pits could be the terraces seen in Seth_01 (and maybe in Ma’at_02, although
they are less developed). The two terraces highlighted in Extended Data Fig. 3
cover around 50% of the circumference of the Seth_01 pit, and they match the 50%
where activity has been identified so far. Therefore, the terraces could be the source
of the activity if they expose some kind of fresh ice (or gas/ice from the coma falling
back and depositing on this flat surface).
The contact between the edges of the pits and the surroundings is different
between the active pits Seth_01 and Ma’at_01. This could be the result of different
mechanisms that formed them or the primordial morphology of the region. The
bottoms of most pits are covered with a fine dusty material and boulders, which
could be an indication of the relative age of these pits. Seth_01’s floor appears very
flat (Extended Data Figs 3, 4), with a very smooth structure that does not contain
any boulders. The floors of Seth_02 and Seth_03, pits where activity has been
identified, share the same textural characteristics as Seth_01. The viewing conditions are less favourable for Ma’at_01; however, Extended Data Figs 3–5 show few
boulders, all of small size. The same figures highlight that Ma’at_02 has a much
higher number of boulders with larger sizes. These boulders may be an indirect
way of estimating the relative age of the pits, because boulders accumulate with
time. Thus, boulder-free floors represent the youngest pits. The relative age dating
of these pits could also be speculated from the Ma’at_01 to Ma’at_03 series of pits.
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With Ma’at_01 being the youngest and Ma’at_03 the oldest, one can see the
degradation of the wall of the pits and the accumulation of material within
the pit. The accumulation of boulders is rather limited in Ma’at_03, although
the degradation of the rim is in a more advanced stage when compared to the
other two, which confirms that it is the oldest. This low accumulation could be due
to the geometry of Ma’at_03 or related to the original depth of the pit, which is
most likely to have been smaller. The boulder-size distributions in the Seth and
Ma’at pits are shown in Extended Data Figs 5, 6.
We used additional images obtained through filters near the visible spectrum
(blue: 480 nm, orange: 649 nm, infrared: 989 nm) to see if, in addition to the
peculiar morphology, pits present a different colour to the rest of the surface. By
using filter ratios to limit the effect of topography and illumination conditions, we
found that the floor and walls of the pits exhibit the same less-red spectral slope as
the active Hapi region (Extended Data Fig. 7). If we denote the reflectance by R,
then we measure a ratio Rinfrared/Rblue 5 1.8 in the active area (pits) and Rinfrared/
Rblue 5 2.1 elsewhere on the nucleus. A full understanding of the implications of
the compositional differences within the nucleus will require a dedicated investigation, but the difference in spectral slope observed in Extended Data Fig. 7
already indicates that spectral variation is an intrinsic property of currently active
regions on comet 67P.
Pit growth. A major question is whether the d/D ratio of the pits can be explained
by the current sublimation-driven retreat of the walls. We see jets arising from the
edges of active pits (Fig. 1), indicating that erosion currently does occur. We first
consider slowly excavating a pit by sublimating subsurface ice on the walls and
floor and growing the depressions in both diameter and depth. We take as an
example the most active pit (Seth_01). With a diameter of 220 m and a depth
of 185 m, it has a volume of 7 3 106 m3, which corresponds to 3.3 3 109 kg of
material if we assume a constant density of 470 kg m23. Current models of activity
for comet 67P (refs 33–35) describe a global dust production rate of 9.3 kg s21
at 3.5 AU, which translates into only 15 g s21 of dust emitted from a single pit.
Additionally, the varying latitudes and seasons limit the pits’ illumination to only a
few hours per comet day for the walls. In some cases, the pit floor is only barely
illuminated, if at all. Considering that most currently observed pits will be in polar
night at perihelion and will not experience many changes in dust production rate,
it would take more than 7,000 years to dig out one pit.
Erosion is a second-order process that will slowly modify the pits after they are
formed. This is supported by our observations; several active pits display alcoves
within their walls, which we interpret as signatures of continued growth as a result
of erosion by sublimation, block falls and wall retreats long after the pit formation,
because these alcoves are always facing the direction of most insolation received
per comet rotation.
Phase transition. Crystallization has been invoked to explain many cometary activity features, and has been suggested as the underlying process for the distant outbursts of comet 1P/Halley24, the chaotic behaviour of comet 29P/Schwassmann–
Wachmann24 and the violent outburst of comet 17P/Holmes25.
From the ratio between the latent heat of the amorphous-to-crystalline transition
(9 3 104 J kg21, refs 36, 37) and of the sublimation of hexagonal ice (0.334 J kg21),
the phase transition of 1 kg of amorphous ice to crystalline ice provides enough
energy to sublimate 270 kg of hexagonal ice, provided that crystallization occurs
on a timescale short enough for the phase transition to effectively heat the surrounding ice. Using typical low thermal inertia, Marboeuf and Schmitt28 find that crystallization proceeds to a depth of only approximately 1 m. Other studies estimate that
the crystallization front should extend to depths of between about 5 m and about 80
m (ref. 37), or much greater depths27.
Given the chaotic orbital evolution of comet 67P, we estimate that a 100 m deep
layer could have recently reached the appropriate characteristics (100–120 K leading to a phase transition on a timescale of months to a year) only if the local
thermal inertia is high (250 J m22 K21 s21/2 and above), a value more than five
times what has been measured on comet 67P. For lower values of the thermal
inertia, the phase transition can occur at a depth of 100–200 m only after a long
period of time in the inner Solar System. A cavity could have formed much earlier
in the history of the comet, even if the final collapse that produced the observed
sinkhole occurred only recently. A subsurface cavity the size of the pits we observe
would require the phase transition of approximately 600 kg of amorphous ice to
crystalline ice. If we assume a density of 470 kg m23 and a porosity of 70–80%, we
obtain a 20–40% ice mass fraction in the nucleus (ice density is 920 kg m23,
solid material is half silicate and half organics, with respective densities of
3,500 kg m23 and 2,200 kg m23). Therefore, 600 kg of ice would be embedded
in 1,500–3,000 kg of cometary material and would occupy a volume of 3–6 m3, that
is, a sphere of at most 2 m in diameter. Upon experiencing its phase transition, this
pocket of amorphous ice would release enough heat to sublimate the surrounding
crystalline ice in a volume equivalent to the observed pits.
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Sinkhole model. A first order estimate of the stability of a cavity ceiling may be
derived by treating the ceiling a beam failing under its own weight18,38. Failure of
this beam occurs when the bending moment exceeds the material’s tensile
strength. Assuming the comet’s material is highly porous, the stable beam depth
d 5 6D2ra/(8S), where D is the cavity’s diameter, r is the density of the material in
the ceiling (assumed to be 470 kg m23), a is the gravitational acceleration on the
comet12 (5 3 1024 m s22) and S is the tensile strength of the ceiling material. For
the tensile strength, we adopted an initial range between the lower limit of 10 Pa
derived from overhangs on the surface19 and the upper limit of 10 kPa derived
from the Deep Impact experiment39. We further assume that the cavity is of
approximately the same size as the resulting pit and that the depth of the pit is
comparable to the depth of the original ceiling.
Code availability. The code used to generate the orbital evolution of comet 67P is
a direct implementation of a published model32.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Perihelion distance of comet 67P as a function of
time. Solid line, mean value of the orbits integrated according to a Monte Carlo
method. Dashed lines, standard deviation of the mean value. a, Perihelion
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distance over the last 270 years, when comet 67P experienced several close
encounters with Jupiter. b, The long term integration over the full dynamical
lifetime of the comet (10,000 years).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Multiple views of the Seth_01 pit observed by the
OSIRIS camera. a, Southern part of the pit wall; b, western part of the pit wall;
c, d, eastern part of the pit wall with different illumination conditions; and
e, southeastern part of the pit wall observed in the shadow. In all the images, the
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green arrow points to the same boulder and the blue arrow to the same ridge
inside the pit. The orange arrows point to terraces within the pit. The Seth_01
pit is 220 m in diameter.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Multiple views of the Ma’at_01, Ma’at_02 and
Ma’at_03 pits observed by the OSIRIS camera. a, b, Side views of the pits with
different illumination conditions; c, opposite viewing conditions highlighting
the other side in the shadow; and d, e, detailed views of Ma’at_02 (d) and
Ma’at_01 (e) from light reflection in the shadow. Note the clear cross-cutting
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fractures on the wall in e. In c, the white line is an artefact due to stretching of
the image to highlight the shadowed part. The Ma’at_02 pit is 130 m in
diameter. The blue, green and oranges arrows point to the same features in each
image.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Additional views of the Seth_01 and Ma’at_01
pits. a, The floor of Seth_01 shows no accumulation of boulders; the same is
true for Seth_02 and Seth_03 (not shown). b, The floor of Ma’at_01 shows a few
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boulders that have accumulated; note the activity located at the bottom. c, The
floor of Ma’at_02 shows an asymmetric accumulation of boulders that could
be the result of upper wall collapse.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Boulder counts in Ma’at_01 and Ma’at_02. We
counted boulders on the floor of Ma’at_01 and Ma’at_02. We used OSIRIS
narrow angle camera (NAC) images with a resolution of 1.2 metres per pixel,
acquired at 67 km from the comet nucleus centre. a, b, The illumination
conditions are such that almost 80% of the floor of Ma’at_01 (a) and 95% of the
floor of Ma’at_02 (b) are illuminated and the pits are facing the observer,
which ensures an unbiased boulder count. We identified 23 boulders inside
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Ma’at_01 and 68 on the floor of Ma’at_02. The diameter of the boulders
(in metres) is indicated by the coloured circles; see inset. Despite the 1.2 metres
per pixel resolution, we were able to identify some boulders with a diameter
between 1.5 m and 2.5 m (9 in Ma’at_01 and 15 in Ma’at_02), owing to the
presence of elongated shadows. The maximum boulder diameter is 4.3 m
in Ma’at_01 and 9.0 m in Ma’at_02.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Cumulative boulder-size distribution for
Ma’at_01 and Ma’at_02. This distribution has a power index of {4:9z0:8
{0:7 for
Ma’at_01 (left) and {4:2z0:7
{0:6 for Ma’at_02 (right), for boulder diameters
greater than 3 m; the corresponding power laws are indicated the by the solid
(fit) lines. Boulders smaller than 3 m in diameter are at the edge of our detection
limit, meaning that the counts for these boulders are less reliable than the other
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counts; consequently, they were not included when fitting the power law. The
higher number of boulders in Ma’at_02 is consistent with the theory that
boulders are debris that falls from the walls as the pit erodes, long after the initial
formation of the pit. Error bars are defined as the square root of the cumulative
number of boulders to reflect the increasing diameter uncertainty for small
boulder sizes.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | RGB view of the Seth pits and the Hapi region.
The red–blue–green components of this colour map represent colour ratios
between the reflectance signals measured at different wavelengths: red, 989
nm/649 nm; green, 480 nm/649 nm; blue, 649 nm. The colour map is overlaid
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onto a grey image showing the comet surface. The Hapi region and part of
Seth appear with a blue hue, indicative of a bluer spectral slope than other regions
of the nucleus, which are typically red. The interior of Seth_01, Seth_02 and
Seth_03 have the same blue hue that is characteristic of the active Hapi region.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Modelled critical ceiling thickness for increasing
cavity diameter and different tensile strengths. We predict the average tensile
strength of a collapsed layer using the dimensions of a pit (Methods). For
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example, a pit of 220 m in diameter and 185 m in depth (such as, Seth_01)
suggests that the collapsed layer had an average tensile strength of 50 Pa.
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Extended Data Table 1 | List of pits considered in this paper

Diameter and depth measured on digital terrain model reconstructed from OSIRIS images by stereo-photogrammetry12. Active pits have a mean d/D 5 0.73 6 0.08; inactive pits have a mean d/D 5 0.26 6 0.08.
Maximum error is 20 m for the diameter and 5 m for the depth. Coordinates are given in the ‘Cheops’ reference frame12.
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Extended Data Table 2 | List of images used

Also shown is the distance from the comet nucleus centre that the image was taken and the resolution of the image.
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